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Abstract—The paper is concerned with relationships between
SSME and ICTs and focuses on the role of Web 2.0 tools in
the service development process. The research presented aims at
exploring how collaborative technologies can support and improve
service processes, highlighting customer centrality and value co-
production. The core idea of the paper is the centrality of user
participation and the collaborative technologies as enabling factors;
Wikipedia is analyzed as an example. The result of such analysis is
the identification and description of a pattern characterising specific
services in which users collaborate by means of web tools with value
co-producers during the service process. The pattern of collaborative
co-production concerning several categories of services including
knowledge based services is then discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T
he peculiar nature of services requires a multidisciplinary

approach to investigate on their impact in the economic

growth, to define models, to identify terminology, to describe

scenarios and user profiles. The integration of several dis-

ciplines is a key point for the improvement of the Service

Science capacity to find solutions and answers for services,

especially for studying and designing new ICT services, the

fastest growing segment within the service sector.

One of the main goals of this paper is to analyse the

existing relationships among SSME and ICTs, focusing on

the potential of Web 2.0 and in general of collaborative

technologies which can enable and foster innovation in the

service sector. Such technologies innovate both the service

development process and the design phases. We show the role

of Web 2.0 tools in the value co-production activities carried

out by both service providers and customers. The collaborative

technologies play an important role in services focusing on

knowledge and information management because they pro-

mote customer involvement and foster knowledge sharing.

We introduce a pattern describing the role of collaborative

tools in co-production processes starting from the analysis of

Wikipedia [30] as an example of Web 2.0 service. The pattern

helps customer to interact during the service development

process.

The paper is structured as follows: section II analyses the

state of the art of the main topic discussed as well as service

development research. Section III illustrates how Web 2.0 tools

can support the co-production process in the streamline of

the Wikipedia case study, and a summary of co-production
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concepts is proposed; in section IV the pattern just mentioned

and its applications are discussed using a service classification

framework as found in literature. Section V presents the

conclusions and foreseeable future developments.

II. SERVICE DEVELOPMENT

The remarkable development of the service sector induced

the international scientific community and companies to design

academic courses in Service Science [6][24] giving rise to a

new academic curricula known as “Services Science, Manage-

ment and Engineering (SSME)”1. This new specific discipline

is evolving to scientifically study services and their role in the

changing economy, and courses are aimed at shaping expertise

in the inherent topics.

A. Service definitions

The service concept is dynamic and evolves in time mainly

given its close relation with the evolving states of economy

and technology. There are many definitions of service in the

literature, but there is not yet an exhaustive one. Some well

known definitions are, for example:

• A time-perishable, intangible experience performed for a

customer acting in the role of co-producer [9].

• A change in condition or state of an economic entity (or

thing) caused by another [15].

• A value that can be rented (in the broad sense) by

the application of some process that the renter (client)

participates in. This is a contrast with goods, whose value

(once purchased) is owned by the customer [22].

We would like to suggest a definition that may be a com-

bination and a summarization of the above ones: a time-

perishable, intangible experience performed for a client who

is also acting in the role of the value coproducer in a process

that transforms a state of the client. In literature some service

characteristics are fixed and their clarifying view derives

from Lovelock’s work where he expressed and described the

IHIP acronim: inseparability, heterogeneity, intangibility, and

perishability [21]. The definition presented here outlines some

other essential characteristics: the client plays a key role in

the value co-production, the client has responsibilities in the

process and often the value is a transformed state of the client

or some possession of the client. In many services, the clients

carry out some activities (in addition to those performed by

the providers) that transform the customer states, otherwise the

benefit or value of the service will not be fully attained [27].

This paper draws on the latter concept analyzing the process

1http://www.research.ibm.com/ssme/
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of value production related to service customers knowledge

exchange.

B. Co-production in services

The attention of experts is being drawn to the value co-

production process, as seen during the recent Nordic Ser-

vice Science Summit where Jim Spohrer of IBM’s Almaden

Research Center defined services as value co-production2.

Certainly, the co-production is not a new aspect in the service

sector and scholars have studied it long before now. Fuchs

(1968) may have been the first to define services effectively

as co-production [11].

Service dimensions as a co-production process, customer

contact, and client involvement are topics studied in the

operation-oriented field of service literature. In this branch of

studies service is considered mainly as a process, characterised

by the IHIP peculiarities and customer centrality. It is neces-

sary to explore briefly these studies of customer participation

in service processes following the literature review provided by

Xue and Harker [32], focusing on the co-production concept.

Chase (1978) was one of the main researchers interested in

customers’ involvement in service operations and in its po-

tential influence on the service delivery process [3][4]. Chase

focused on the definition of the customer contact concept,

that is the physical presence of the customer in the service

process and his relation with the dimension of time in the

service delivery process. In 1983, Chase and Tansik proposed

the Customer Contact Model (CCM) based on the definition

[5] that influenced many following works. Another important

suggestion was provided by Karmarkar and Pitbladdo [17],

who identified an important research topic: how a customer’s

engagement in service delivery process can influence the

process design.

The impact of customer participation in service co-

production processes enabled by information technology and

the concept of the customer role as a co-producer [32] is worth

to pointing out. In many of the above works the co-production

concept is measured as the proportion of the whole service task

outsourced to the customer by the service provider. However,

in the operation-oriented perspective the co-production studies

seem to neglect the service value as a result of a relationship

between users, knowledge and technology. Nevertheless, in

the authors’ opinion the impact of knowledge co-creation

supported by technology in the whole service development

and delivery process is a very important and pregnant research

topic.

C. Models of service design and process

Recent research works have focused on defining more

precisely what service design and process is, such works have

highlighted the need of establishing models and patterns. By

some works it is claimed that the first characteristic of the

service process is a customer-oriented dimension, or customer

intensity. The relevance of customer-intensity is acknowledged

by some scholars, for instance, Gadrey’s [12] definition of

2During a talk given on the 28th of February, 2007 in Helsinki, Finland.

services clearly encompasses the idea of customer input.

Pinhanez comes to ask if all services are customer-intensive

[25]. However, this acknowledgment is the result of a long

debate of two different visions.

For a long time, the service process was commonly com-

pared to a production process typical of manufacturing and

other goods-producing industries. However, the latter process

follows an engineering model, in which the product design

comes before the process design [1]. According to this, the

production process is defined as a process in which inputs are

transformed into outputs by a producer using capital, labor,

knowledge and facilities. The customers take possession of

the outputs after the production. In this view the producers

are those who received most of the value created by the pro-

duction process, while customers participate in the process by

selecting and consuming the outputs. The service production

and the delivery process, however, are characterised by various

essential elements: 1) a continuous contact with the customer

or client during the whole process, 2) the customer provides

inputs into the process, contributing with his ideas during the

process design phase [26]. These differences calls for a new

model to interpret the service process.

The engineering model is used in services in which outputs

can be well defined (e.g. fast foods, commodity banking

products). Generally, services require human judgment, for

example, the producer makes a subjective decision about

suitability whereas there is little space to do so during the

production process in the engineering model. Another problem

is that often the attributes of a service may be inseparable

from the production process (e.g. a restaurant). Therefore, it

is difficult to predict improvements within the engineering

model.

Engineering model Interpretive model

Design comes before process Product and process intertwined,
Product design emerges from the
process, not specified in advance

Workers execute tasks Workers interpret needs and exe-
cute tasks

Improvements come from changes
to design or process

Improvements follow from improv-
ing worker’s ability to elicit and
interpret, respond to the situation
to select work practices from reper-
toire or learn or invent new services

TABLE I
DIFFERENT IMPLICATIONS OF THE ENGINEERING AND INTERPRETIVE

MODEL. SOURCE: IBM ALMADEN SERVICES RESEARCH

Indeed, some services particularly those based on knowl-

edge vary too widely (e.g. education, health) and are difficult

to design using the engineering model.

Considering these differences Hertzenberg et al. suggest

a replacement for the engineering model: the interpretive

model [14]. The interpretive model takes as problematic what

engineering takes as certain, as summarized in the Table I (the

prior definition of the product and the independence of the

production from the product design process). In the interpre-

tive model, workers develop skills in understanding customer

requirements and needs, they translate those into services they

provide, and if the worker finds this is not producing the
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desired or intended effect then he or she modifies the service

or method of delivery or even his/her interpretation of what

the customer wants or needs. This occurs continually until

the worker perceives that the services or delivery match the

customer’s desiderata. An example of this is medical diagnosis

and treatment.

Although goods-producing and service-producing industries

draw on a common knowledge base, the processes by which

knowledge is transformed into economic outputs differ system-

atically. In particular, the balance between knowledge creation

and knowledge utilization is one of the fundamental factors of

service process improvement. Customer knowledge is at the

core of the interpretive model. That is, the more a service

provider knows customer needs and expectations, the better

the service gains its scope. Furthermore, customers perceive

the service more positively if providers take time to know

and understand the customer desiderata. Therefore, customer

knowledge and time reduction are two basic dimensions for

service improvement, as explained in the next subsection.

D. Service improvement model

Knowledge transfer and sharing holds considerable potential

for service performance gains. In the engineering model,

performance improvement comes from improved product de-

signs and production process performances, as far as cost

is concerned. In the interpretive model, performance gains

follow from improvements in the ability of workers to elicit,

understand, and respond to the customer or the situation, to

select and follow work practices from an available repertoire,

and to learn or to invent new practices. The sources of

performance and productivity improvement differ radically

between the two models [14]. Sampson and Froehle [26]

defined a model in this direction considering customer input

as the main difference between production and service.

Time is frequently seen as a key factor in the customer

contact literature, but some more factors have to be considered.

Chase incorporated richer notions of contact by identifying

detailed contact modes, such as Face-to-Face/Loose Speci-

fications and Face-to-Face/Tight Specifications [4]. Thus, it

becomes evident that not only time must be considered, but

also other dimensions of the process, for example the ability

to react and to customize the service offering. In this way,

Kellogg and Chase tried to empirically calculate the measure

of customer contact [18] defining it through three concepts:

time, richness of information exchange and the direction of

information flow in the process.

The relationship between time and knowledge should be

considered carefully when designing service improvement

models. In order to gain improvements a better customer

knowledge is needed as indeed knowledge of the whole service

by the providers. This approach is explained by three key

points, that once unified and implemented in a design pattern

allow better service effectiveness (figure 1):

• Knowledge exchange between provider and customer;

• Reduction of time needed for customer knowledge acqui-

sition;

• Fostering of the value co-production.

Customer
Provider

Time

Evolution of 

Customer 

Requirements 

Understanding

Evolution 

of Service 

Perception

Fig. 1. Knowledge evolution within a service.

This approach can be effectively supported by particular

kind of ICT-based services which emerge from Web 2.0.

The following sections on Web 2.0 and on Wikipedia case

study help to better explain the pattern, afterwards the service

improvements are deeply debated in the section IV-D.

III. WEB 2.0 IN CO-PRODUCTION

A. User involvement in co-production

Between 2004 and 2005 the World Wide Web, as it is known

and used so far, came to a turning point: becoming Web 2.0,

a commonly accepted term for this new era of the network.

The term Web 2.0 refers to a class of Web-based applications

sharing certain design patterns radically modifying the design

and the use of ICTs. Web 2.0 is a set of principles and

procedures that link sites and especially users. Tim O’Reilly

defines Web 2.0 with a set of oppositions against classic

Web techniques and design metaphors: tag systems versus

directories, RSS syndication versus Web site stickiness, wikis

versus content management systems, open Web APIs versus

screen scraping, blogs versus personal Web pages, massive

user participation versus client/server style publishing [23].

Technology and services such as Wikipedia [30], Flikr [10] or

Youtube [33], which spotlight Web 2.0, show how it is more

and more people-oriented, rather than data-oriented. These

applications share some common themes representing the key

factors of Web 2.0:

• weaving together different Web-accessible data and ser-

vices (especially with UI technologies such as AJAX and

powerful scripting languages);

• depending on collective intelligence [19], social net-

works, user-contributed content and tags;

• addressing long-tail markets and scenarios [2];

• repurposing and remixing Web-based data; and

• enhancing existing Web-based data with personalization

capabilities, such as tailored feeds and contextual recom-

mendation systems.
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Users add more and more contents to the Web 2.0 and the

connections they create organically grow together with their

participatory activities. For example, the reviews and the com-

ments that users voluntarily insert is information which adds

value to the Web. The applications of the Web 2.0 increase

the capacity of knowledge sharing and exchange between

users. Some of the most thrilling Web-based applications

are: mashups, blogs, wikis, folksonomies, tagging systems,

user-created publication systems and social networking ap-

plications, require shared knowledge to link their various

components and data sources as well as to integrate and

organize data in response to user needs.

The Web 2.0 technologies enable services, most of which

were not conceivable before their on-line delivered version.

These services evolved at the same time of the enabling

technologies and the user interaction capacity. In Web 2.0

power is handled by the mass of sites and services emerging

from people collaboration, and not by companies with specific

products. The collective power of Web 2.0 influences and

shapes the ICT service market leveraging on customer self-

service processes and on collective knowledge management

methods. Furthermore, the Web 2.0 is seen as a free platform,

with open standards and cooperation agreements, integrating

products and technologies provided by the collectivity. Its

force lies in a solid union of ideas, technologies and business

models which are highly customizable and interoperable. The

key principle at the core of the Web 2.0 philosophy is that

the service improves with the growth of cooperation and user

involvement, confirmed by O’Reilly’s sentence [23]: There’s

an implicit “architecture of participation”, a built-in ethic

of cooperation, in which the service acts primarily as an

intelligent broker, connecting the edges to each other and

harnessing the power of the users themselves.

An example of this trend is represented by Wikipedia as we

explain in the next section.

B. Wikipedia case study

The free online encyclopedia Wikipedia is one of the better

examples of collective intelligence at work. The Wikipedia

numbers are surprising: since its birth in January 2001,

Wikipedia has grown to encompass 10 million articles in more

than 250 languages generated from more than 480 million edits

by more than 7 million contributors3. Its growth has been ex-

ponential in key metrics such as the number of editors and the

number of articles. Wikipedia allows any user to modify any

article or to create new articles, virtually eliminating barrier to

contribution. This scheme facilitates a rapid expansion, but it

is also a weakness because of the uncertainty of article quality

and value. Therefore, the understanding of Wikipedia’s growth

and the assessment of the quality and of the value of its articles

to evaluate Wikipedia as a cooperative and popular process is

of great interest for research. A number of recent studies have

focused on these goals [20][29][8][28].

Even though this paper can not give space to these topics,

it was worth outlining the existing interests in the Wikipedia

quality and innovation issues of the scientific community.

3http://stats.wikimedia.org/, last update February 2008.

Wikipedia is built on the understanding that user collab-

oration can improve article quality in time, similarly to the

free software domain [31]. The creation and editing of the

Wikipedia article process presupposes that more and more

accuracy is gained through an exposure of articles to the whole

community of “wikipedians”. Users can contribute in editing,

modifying and removing articles following the simple ethical

code which shapes the Wikipedia organization4:

• a neutral point of view,

• respect,

• freedom in choice of contents,

• articles have to be verified and can not be the result of

personal research,

• care in biographies,

• only these rules apply.

Wikipedia may be considered a service in which users are

both providers and customers, while the value they produce is

knowledge. They co-produce value by inputting the delivery

process and by exchanging knowledge within the whole com-

munity. Wikipedia offers users a complete set of means for

creating knowledge, such as: collaborative editing, feedback

and peer review, multilinguism, tracing of article versions,

article quality and user reputation evaluation, knowledge orga-

nization through topic lists, search engines, control of citations,

a consensus creation system, policies of control and editorial

revision.

What innovation has Wikipedia introduced in the encyclo-

pedia genre [7]? Being a free online encyclopedia Wikipedia

brings down the traditional barriers of the genre allowing

to participate anyone who wants to edit an article for an

encyclopedia. The evolution and the improvement of ICTs

allowed faster and broader access to the Web, and technologies

such wiki software gave significant help.

The added value of Wikipedia is knowledge provided and

inserted by users, whose collaboration updates it constantly.

Wiki technology however, is the keystone of the project,

without which Wikipedia could not have attained its success.

Therefore, the success of this phenomenon is related to a

specific technology and to the contribution of users in co-

producing value.

Wikipedia and other Web 2.0 services are based on trans-

parency, easy access to contents, reduced barriers to user

contribution and, furthermore, an enabling technology, a close

interaction among customers, a value co-production, and a

process of input by users. All these elements characterise

Wikipedia and Web 2.0 services making them the most in-

novative services in the ICT service market.

C. Concept of co-production

A co-production process is a key element of service delivery

and it has many features which make it distinct from more

ordinary examples of purchasing situations. The customer

makes decision in short time and with little effort in purchasing

activities. Hence, the customers’ degree of involvement in

the information search and examination of materials and/or

4http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Wikipedia official policy.
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processes is low, typically focusing on price and some tangible

aspects of the item. Co-production in knowledge services is

essentially different from the above described case because

the process involves mutual exchanges and the customer

accesses the provider expertise rather than a process or a

good. The service provider at the same time needs to access

the customer’s situational knowledge to be able to deliver

meaningful services. Co-production is essentially interaction

implying a strong knowledge exchange: the provider must

offer specific knowledge that fits the customer specific needs,

and combine it successfully with the customer’s knowledge

base [13]. Furthermore, in some ICT services, such as Web 2.0

services, the customer’s involvement may be deeper. That is,

it can be expressed in a major operative work by the customer

who creates and provides more inputs than in an ordinary

service delivery process.

Therefore, the co-production concept in knowledge services

should be understood as a combination of two key dimensions

of provider/customer interaction : 1) knowledge exchange and

2) operative work.

IV. PATTERN OF CO-PRODUCTION BASED ON

COLLABORATIVE TECHNOLOGIES

As fore mentioned, Web 2.0 tool exploitation is becoming

more and more common in service provision, to the point

that it can be viewed as a common pattern that the authors

name “co-production based on collaborative technologies”.

The rationale is that Web 2.0 tools support collaborative

work (especially knowledge work) and collaboration is a key

component of co-production. Web 2.0 tools are well suited for

information and knowledge management, which are also im-

portant themes in Service Science. Knowledge and information

management have several implications in the service world,

but we only wish to consider the knowledge aspects affecting

the customer/provider relationship. As reported in [6], knowl-

edge sharing among providers and customers is a problem in

the service framework. The intangible nature of services lacks

of the coordination support that a product can provide among

customer and producer, therefore, an alternative knowledge

sharing process has to be carried out among service costumers

and providers. The Web 2.0 tools provides an easy and cost

effective way to support collaboration and knowledge sharing

among a producer and a customer. Furthermore, it can exploit

the “Community economy of scale”. Web 2.0 tools connect

not only a customer with her/his provider, but also allow

all customers and providers to contact each other creating a

virtual community of people with similar problems in which

knowledge about problems and solutions can circulate. The

Web 2.0 tools are very useful tools to carry out “community

supported work” (an example of community supported work

is the open source software development process) since they

can coordinate the contribution of several actors with different

roles. Such a paradigm well fits the customer/provider relation-

ships involved in co-production, since customers and providers

can be viewed as some of the actors providing contributions

to a community supported work. The pattern where Web 2.0

tools are used to support service provision can be extensively

observed in information and knowledge based services, where

knowledge and information are not only the “cultural ground”

for coordinating customers and providers but are part of the

core service provided to the customer. In such scenarios, where

knowledge and information not only play a coordination role

but are also the core of the services, the exploitation of Web

2.0 tools for managing knowledge and information provides a

strong impact on the co-production activities.

A. Pattern extent discussion

The above mentioned pattern has been observed in services

strongly Web 2.0 oriented. It can be argued that the pattern

can only fit such kind of services.

The question that arises is whether the previously introduced

pattern is feasible for a broader set of services with respect to

Web 2.0 based service sets. Anyway, the relationship between

knowledge, technology and services has to be explored more

deeply before attempting to address such a question.

B. Kang framework

Services are usually classified using the Lovelock dimen-

sions and characteristics [21]. The same scheme is used

by many experts who refer to the goods-service distinction

typical of service marketing literature. Till now the resulting

service classification schemes have not given enough emphasis

to technology and knowledge dimensions, both identified as

essential for the previously introduced pattern. Given this limit,

alternative approaches in the field of knowledge services need

to be explored. So far we have focused on Kang [16] who pro-

posed a framework that clusters the service sector. According

to the latter framework knowledge services are classified in

two categories: knowledge-embedded where the majority of

customer value is provided by the technological system which

holds the knowledge (thus knowledge embedded); knowledge-

based where the majority of customer value is provided by

the knowledge held by the actors providing the service (see

Table II for some examples).

Knowledge-based services Knowledge-embedded services

Computer graphic Automated car washes
Computer aided design Fast food
Beauty salons Passenger/freight transportation
Exercise clinics Laundry
Haircutting Dry cleaning
Education Vending machines
Professional services Package delivery
Legal services Shipping and distribution
Health care Broadcasting
Information services Telephone operator
Management consultants Security services
Accountants Banking/insurance

Theatres/museums
Travel/recreation

TABLE II
EXAMPLE OF SERVICES CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THE KANG

FRAMEWORK

Kang focuses on the technological and knowledge related

aspects without investigating the co-production aspects and

their relationship to knowledge-embedded and knowledge

based services.
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C. The pattern in different service types

This section is concerned with the classification of both

knowledge-based and knowledge-embedded services. The two

co-production key dimensions previously described (knowl-

edge exchange and operative work) can be supported by Web

2.0 tools in several ways and Web 2.0 tools are enabling

factors in these cases. In knowledge-based services focusing

on information, data, or knowledge production, Web 2.0 tools

(or collaborative technologies in general) can support both

the knowledge exchange and the operative work aspects of

co-production. Wikipedia is an example of these services, as

by the characteristics previously described. The co-production

process in Wikipedia is fulfilled by technology and user

involvement enabling both knowledge exchange and operative

work.

The pattern of co-production based on collaborative tech-

nologies can be exploited in knowledge-based services in

which the multidisciplinary approach plays an important role

(e.g. advice or professional services). In this case the Web

2.0 tools and the collaborative technology support the various

actors who have different skills, capabilities, diverse cultural

backgrounds, and a different interpretation framework for

knowledge sharing, thus improving the overall service quality.

In this scenario, the Web 2.0 tools support mostly the knowl-

edge exchange dimension of co-production.

The relationships among the pattern and the knowledge

embedded scenarios are not being investigated in this paper,

but are left as future work. Concerning the question of section

IV-A, this section has proved that Web 2.0 tools can support

not only the Web 2.0 (strongly oriented) service sets or the

knowledge-based service set, but also a broader set of services.

D. Pattern impact in the service life cycle

Web 2.0 exploitation can also affect the service life cycle.

In service design and improvement it is very important to

share knowledge with customers, to better understand their

needs, to identify clusters of people with similar needs, and

to make the customers exploit the provided services in the

best way. Customer participation in service design and pro-

duction helps knowledge sharing. Knowledge sharing means

that customers and providers can obtain more value from

their relationships. The previously introduced engineering and

interpretative models differ in the way knowledge sharing is

managed; the impact of knowledge in the service improvement

activities is different too. In the engineering model, service

improvement is limited to the the service life cycle design

and re-engineering phases, while in the interpretative model,

service improvement is achieved also in the production phase.

Figure 2 summarizes the knowledge sharing effect in the

interpretive and in the engineering model, the time related

aspects, and the impact of co-production on knowledge sharing

in the interpretive model. Figure 2 does not represent real data

but is an attempt of conceptual representation, therefore, it

should be interpreted qualitatively and not quantitatively.

Considering the product and service life cycle, the engineer-

ing model can be represented by a 4 phases iterative process:

analysis/improvement, design, production, and delivery. The

interpretive model can be represented by a 2 phases iteration:

the first being an analysis step and the second including

design, production, and delivery activities. In the engineering

model knowledge transfer among customers and providers

mostly takes place in the analysis and delivery phases, while

during the design and production phases the provider mostly

achieve domain, technology, and project specific knowledge.

Knowledge sharing takes place faster in the interpretive model

with respect to the engineering model cause the customer inter-

action exploitation during the design, production, and deliver

activities. Therefore, in the interpretive model a target level of

transferred knowledge is faster reached, or a knowledge gap

is observable within the two models at a specific time.

Within the interpretive model, the co-production contribu-

tion allows to reach a (shared) knowledge level more quickly,

although it doesn’t provide any significant extra knowledge in

the long time period. Customer and provider interaction foster

knowledge sharing. Therefore, during the analysis phase no

gaps can be observed between the engineering and the inter-

pretive model, since customers are hardly (directly) involved in

such a phase. In both models, customers can be either surveyed

or interviewed to classify preferences and interests, but they

rarely have an active role in such a phase.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented a research focusing on the

role of collaborative technologies supporting co-production in

services. We have identified a pattern that can be observed

in services for managing knowledge. The pattern is based

on Web 2.0 tools supporting the value co-production during

the service process. We analyzed Wikipedia as a special kind

of service where the creation and sharing of knowledge are

supported by collaborative tools and the users have the role of

value co-producers. We verified the soundness of the pattern

in several service types, considering not only Web 2.0 and

technology oriented services. We realized that the pattern

could be observed in several categories of knowledge-based

service. We believe that collaborative technologies can play an

important role in knowledge-embedded services too, however,

the impact in such cases still has to be monitored. Finally,

we explored the role of co-production in the service life cycle

grounding in some well known frameworks and models of

service design and classification.
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